Abstract-The regional wheat trials are used to objectively, fairly, and scientifically evaluate the yield and other characteristics of new wheat varieties grown in different wheat regions, and provide important scientific basis for the validation, ecological zoning, species distribution, and rational use of wheat varieties. It can accelerate the promotion of new wheat varieties. The evaluation of regional trial results is of great significance for further improving the scientificity and accuracy of the species trial. Grey statistical decision-making of grey system theory can fully weigh the trial results in different places and make a reasonable assessment of wheat varieties. In this paper, the method used to estimate the regional wheat trials yield is proposed, and 12 varieties of wheat varieties were evaluated with examples. The results were credible. Grey statistical Decisionmaking assessment method for the regional trial yield of wheat varieties proposed in this paper provides a practical method for the evaluation of regional wheat trial.
INTRODUCTION
Regional wheat trials refer to conduct trials through uniform and standardized requirements in sites that can represent soil characteristics, climatic conditions, farming systems, and production levels in different natural areas of a unified ecological type area. Regional wheat trials can fully appraise the high yield, adaptability, stress resistance and quality of new varieties, and comprehensively evaluate the varieties based on the performance, resistance and quality. They are the scientific basis for evaluating varieties, and they are also important basis for the validation, promotion and scientific distribution of varieties [1, 2] . From selection to production, a wheat variety needs to go through a series of processes such as regional trials, production trials, validation, demonstration, and promotion, among which regional trials are particularly important.
At present, the commonly used methods for evaluating regional wheat trials include parameter estimation methods and non-parametric estimation methods [3, 4] . The method of parameter estimation has evolved from the variance analysis to the combination of variance analysis and regression analysis popularized in the 1960s, and the combination of variance analysis and principal component analysis popularized in the 1980s, which has improved the efficiency of selecting varieties and their adaptation areas. Since the 1980s, researchers have begun to introduce non-parametric estimate method into the analysis of regional trial data. Rank analysis method is commonly used non-parametric estimation method [5, 6] . Jin Wenlin et al. (1999) put forward a rank analysis method to evaluate the yield traits of varieties under multiple environments. In rank analysis method, the grading value H1 of the variety under the same experimental environment is given according to the significance comparison result, and then is converted into the ranking value H2 in multiple environments, and these two parameters are used as one of the evaluation statistics [7, 8] of the yield performance. Through multiple comparisons of the significant differences in the rank averages among the varieties, the high yield of the varieties was evaluated and the influence of the experimental errors on the sorting of the varieties was reduced. The method proposed in this paper belongs to nonparametric estimation method.
The grey system theory was proposed by Professor Deng Julong, a Chinese scholar. It is an applied mathematics discipline with some clear information, some unclear information and uncertainties [9] . The grey theory holds that in the objective world, the abundantly presented system is not a white system (informatively explicit) nor a black system (informatively unclear), but a grey system. Since its inception, the grey system theory has been successfully applied in the fields of agriculture, industry, and meteorology.
Determining the action to be taken based on the actual situation and the predetermined goal is called decision-making. The grey decision-making is made in the case that the decisionmaking model contains grey elements or the general decision model is combined with the grey model. It focuses on the problem of program selection. That is, the selection of solutions under uncertain conditions. This depends to a large extent on the individual experience, attitude and determination of the decision makers. Grey statistical decision-making is applicable to the case of collective decision-making by multiple decision-making units. Its role is to integrate the opinions of various decision-making units to evaluate different decisionmaking schemes and make choices [10] .
II. STATISTICAL DECISION-MAKING [11] Suppose ( 1,2, , ) 
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is called as decision-making coefficient of j plan belonging to k grey class. ( , , , )
is called as decision-making coefficient vector of j plan.
, then j plan is belong to k  grey class.
III. THE DETERMINATION OF THE WHITENING WEIGHT FUNCTION
According to the grey system theory, the commonly used whitening weight functions include three classes: lower class, intermediate class, and upper class. According to the figure, the segmented expression of whitening weight function of i decision-making unit for k class can be gotten [9] . Table I . According to the figure, the subsection expressions of the grey class whitening weight function in Luoyang can be written.
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(Luoyang)Not feasible grey class can be given by 1 
The subsection expressions of the grey class whitening weight functions in other places will not listed one by one. In general, the subsection expressions of infeasible grey class, feasible grey class, and excellent grey class in different places are Infeasible grey class can be given by 1 0, 0
Feasible grey class can be given by 2 0, (
Excellent grey class can be given by Advances in Engineering Research, volume 127
The experts consider that the evaluation of each place is very important, and the decision-making power in each place is 
